Regional Incentive Roundtable

Note: Be sure to check the different program websites below as these programs can change.

Community Transit Smart Commuter Rewards
communitytransit.org/programs/commutetripred

Smart Commuter Rewards is an incentive program that helps worksites motivate employees to reduce their drive-alone trips and vehicle miles traveled.

When you find options to driving alone, such as carpooling, vanpooling, riding the bus, walking or bicycling, you're showing your brilliance. And to reward you for being so clever, we offer Smart Commuter Rewards participants the chance to win up to $100 per quarter.

Participants record just 16 days per month for three consecutive months to be considered for Smart Commuter of the Quarter. At the end of calendar quarter, Community Transit will pull a list of all participants who logged at least 48 days commuting by means other than driving alone during that period to be considered for the award. One winner receives $100.

Go Redmond
goredmond.com/incentives-subsidies

Must live or work in Redmond

If you live or work in Redmond, you're eligible for a number of incentives from Go Redmond and their partners. These incentives will allow you to find (and love!) a new way of getting around that works for you!

Transit Pass:
- $25 ORCA card for new rider/commuter living in 98052 zip code

Vanpool Subsidy:
- New to vanpooling? For a limited time, earn 6 months of fare subsidies, valued at $300.

Vanpool Referral Bonus:
- $35 referral bonus for referring a friend to join a vanpool

New Vanpool Driver Bonus:
- Become a driver of a vanpool and get the New Driver Bonus of $100.

Monthly Drawing:
- Complete and record trips in the online calendar for 4 days during a month for a $25 gift card or donation

Other Rewards:
- Add non-driving trips in the online calendar for surprise rewards
Kirkland Green Trip
kirklandgreentrip.com/commute-page/#rewards

Must live or work in Kirkland

Get paid to save. KGT offers rewards for reducing your drive-alone trips and trying commute options.

- KGT Keep It Green reward – $25
- KGT Green Commuter of the Month – $50

Choose Your Way Bellevue
chooseyourwaybellevue.org/rewards

Must live or work in Bellevue

If you live or work in Bellevue, you can earn rewards by logging non-drive-alone trips. Log at least eight days of non-drive-alone travel (that's only an average of two days each week!) to be eligible for the following Choose Your Way Bellevue Rewards:

- **Walk, Skip and Roll into Spring:** April showers, bring May flowers and exciting rewards! Log at least eight days' worth of non-drive-alone trips, such as walk, bike, telework, or carpool, you'll qualify for a Choose Your Way Bellevue reward! These trips must be to or from a Bellevue location through May 31, 2021. Choices for merchandise packages include branded items, such as branded backpack, waist pack + bike bell + cycling Cap, and reflective vest + keylight.

- **Bellevue's Monthly $50 Winner - Log 8 Days:** In addition, every month we're still randomly choosing one Bellevue trip logger to win a $50 reward just for logging eight (8) days of non-drive-alone travel (transit, carpool, vanpool, walk, bike, telework or trip removed due to compressed work week) in a calendar month to or from a Bellevue address. Trips must be logged by the 7th of the following month to be eligible for the drawing. Your travel habits make a difference in our community - we're here to reward you for it!

- **Mover of the Month:** Share your non-drive-alone transportation stories with us! Each month CYWB staff will select one Bellevue traveler’s submission, and their story may be featured in our monthly Choose Your Way Bellevue newsletter. Winners will receive $50 towards your bus or vanpool fare in the form of a TranBen voucher or the equivalent in Choose Your Way Bellevue merchandise! There's no need to reapply each month, but feel free to share more than one story with us. Learn more and submit your commute story [here](#).

- **Perks:** Occasionally, Bellevue trip loggers who log at least eight days of non-drive-alone travel (for commute or other purposes) will be eligible for a Choose Your Way Bellevue “Perk”. Our team will email qualifying participants a coupon or discount to a local business after the 7th of the following month.

King County Rideshare Rewards
justonetrip.org

Must live or work in King County

No current promotions, check the website links above periodically for updates.
Wheel Options

Open to everyone in Washington State in October

Wheel Options encourages commuters who live or work in Washington to reduce their drive-alone trips and explore new ways of getting to work every October.

With a newly found commute you’ll be all set to participate in and record your saved/shared commutes during the Wheel Options campaign. Track six or more Wheel Options commutes in October and you are automatically entered to win some great rewards!